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NEW LIFE TO PLASTIC
Developing an idea to reduce plastic pollution >>
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NEW LIFE TO PLASTIC
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THE PROJECT
New Life to Plastic was launched in 2016 to address 
the issues of mismanaged plastics waste in urban and 
natural environments, including data collection, 
design solutions, policy recommendations, and 
awareness and education activities with local groups.

STUDY AREAS
>> Nairobi (Kenya)

>> Zanzibar (Tanzania)

MISSION
Using analytic data on material flows and 
end-of-life management of plastics waste to 
support behavioral changes, awareness and 
opportunities stemming from plastics waste, 
and policy alternatives to reduce marine 
littering. 

GOALS
1. Disseminating awareness & mobilizing 

environmental action.

2. Exploring local-based alternatives.

3. Comparing existing policy models and 
their applications to different contexts.

4. Boosting pro-environmental behaviors 
and practices.



SPRING 2016

Expedition:
Nairobi, Kenya.

SUMMER 2018

Expedition:
Zanzibar, Tanzania.

SUMMER 2016

Launch of New 
Life to Plastic.

SPRING 2018

Education 
workshops 
on marine 
littering.

SPRING 2017

Education 
workshops 
on plastic 
recycling. 

FUTURE RESEARCH & 
IMPLEMENTATION

●Systemic changes to 
local industrial system;

●Integration of 
citizen-based science to 
supply real-time data;

●Dialogue/collaboration 
amongst all actors 
along the supply chain 
of plastics;

●Efficiency assessment 
of proposed 
interventions.

NEW LIFE TO PLASTIC

MILESTONES



WASTE-TOURISM SYSTEM
Exploring complex systems>>
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WASTE-TOURISM SYSTEM

IMPACTS OF TOURISM GROWTH
>> Expansion of tourism has accelerated demand for 
natural resources and increased waste generation.

>> Tourism sector and waste sector develop at different 
pace and local waste management infrastructures are 
unable to cope with increasing waste production.

>> Tourism has introduced new waste materials such as 
plastic, but these accumulations remain unsurveyed.

>> Detrimental effects of marine pollution include 
deterioration of tourism sites, loss of tourism revenues, 
and disinvestment in the sector.
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WASTE-TOURISM SYSTEM

WHY TO FOCUS ON TOURISM?
Marine litter arises from various economic sectors and 
activities, either directly or indirectly. Key contributing 
sectors include aquaculture and fisheries, cosmetics 
and personal care products, and tourism and retail.

 
Some sectors are responsible for marine litter but are 
not burdened by its impacts (for example: packaging, 
cosmetics and textiles), while others are both agents 
and victims of the problem (tourism).

AGENT
Tourism is responsible for marine litter:

The majority of plastics in the oceans has been 
found to come from tourism and other tourism 
related value chains in coastal areas such as 
recreational activities, building and 
construction, fishing and food production in 
coastal tourism destinations.

VICTIM
Marine litter affects the tourism sector:

Impacts on the tourism sector are often cited 
as an example of the socio-economic costs 
associated with marine litter. 

Marine litter can therefore lead to reduced 
visitors to affected areas, which in turn leads 
to a loss of revenue and jobs in the tourism 
sector and requires costly clean-up activities. 



ANALYTICAL DATA

RESEARCH FOCUS: ZANZIBAR, TANZANIA
>> Zanzibar produces over 92,000 metric tons/year 
of waste: 70% is discharged in the environment and 
only 30% is collected my municipal services.

>> Only one company, Zanrec Plastics Company 
Ltd, handles end-of-management of plastics by 
collecting 100 kg/week (9% of all plastics generated 
by tourism).

>> Africa as whole discharges 4.4 million metric 
tons/year of plastic in the ocean (estimated 10.5 
million metric tons in 2025).
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ANALYTICAL DATA

MATERIALS & METHODS
Our approach combines perceptions of tourism growth 
and its implications for the island’s environment, in 
terms of waste production, with quantitative data on 
accumulations of waste, and in particular plastic 
materials, from the tourism sector.

QUALITATIVE DATA
>> Structured interviews with 57 participants 
employed in the tourism or waste sector.

>> Focus group with 19 participants from a 
minority community.

QUANTITATIVE DATA
>> Observation of littering practices.

>> Observation and enumeration of source, 
amount, type, and items of waste materials.

>>  Observation and enumeration of number, 
location, type, and conditions of waste 
facilities.

DATA COLLECTION LOCATIONS
>> Stone Town, Zanzibar

>> Nungwi, Zanzibar



ANALYTICAL DATA
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ANALYTICAL DATA

SOURCE AND TYPE OF INPUTS BEACH LITTER 
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ANALYTICAL DATA

INTERPRETING INTERVIEW RESULTS
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ANALYTICAL DATA

SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS
 



THE ECONOMICS OF MARINE LITTER 
From economic theory to environmental incentives 
and behavioural economics  

>>
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THE ECONOMICS OF MARINE LITTER 

 
PREVENTING MEASURES & INSTRUMENTS
Marine litter can be prevented and controlled 
using measures that limit littering behaviour by 
employing market-based instruments. Such 
instruments aim to encourage a change in 
consumer behaviour by altering the economic 
incentives in place. 

 STAKEHOLDERS
Action to address marine litter is needed across a range 
of stakeholders, from producers to consumers, as well 
as in the public sector. Each group of stakeholders has 
complementary roles and responsibilities.

PRODUCERS
Engagement in “producer 
responsibility” actions.
(e.g. Producer is responsible for 
post-consumer life stage of plastic 
products and disposal of plastic waste)

TOURISM SECTOR
Addressing preventive and 
responsive measure.
(e.g. Integration/dialogue with 
existing municipal systems and 
local stakeholders)

CONSUMERS
Information and awareness 
on consumer’s contributions 
towards marine littering.
(e.g. Specific approaches based on 
existing littering contexts to address 
different segments of the population)

PUBLIC SECTOR & 
UTILITIES
Market-based 
instruments to cut 
off mitigation costs.
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THE ECONOMICS OF MARINE LITTER 

 

LANDFILL TAXES
(e.g. Charges per ton of waste 
landfilled that differ based on 
waste type and related 
environmental impacts)

INFRASTRUCTURE 
CHANGES
(e.g. Use of port waste facilities to 
ensure that waste management 
infrastructures/facilities are 
developed and maintained)

PRODUCT TAXES & CHARGES
(e.g. Ban on import/trade/sale of plastic 
bags and other “hazardous plastics”)

DEPOSIT-REFUND SCHEMES
(e.g. Deposit charge on soft beverage 
bottles/plastic packs)

DIRECT INVESTMENT IN 
INFRASTRUCTURE
(e.g. Trash cans and secure waste 
collection stations on beaches and 
in coastal areas)

ACTIONS BY PUBLIC SECTOR & UTILITIES
According to the environmental economics 
literature, market-based instruments are the most 
cost effective instrument in terms of mitigation. 
There are a range of market-based instruments that 
can be used to address marine litter.
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PRICE SIGNALS
Price signals that alter the economic incentives can be 
effective as they provide consumers with an incentive 
to opt for more environmentally friendly choices.

LIMITATIONS
Economic advice relies on models that presume 
a rational behavior: people facing these new 
incentives will act with purpose and make 
consistent choices that take into account the 
consequences of their choices. But relying on 
rational choice theory to guide environmental 
policy makes sense if people act as if they 
made consistent and systematic choices.

ALTERNATIVES
>> “Reshaping” economic principles:     
adding psychological insights to rational 
choice theory.

INTRINSIC MOTIVATION 
Price signals need careful design to avoid perverse 
incentives and social impacts, and in some contexts may 
undermine intrinsic motivations of action.

THE ECONOMICS OF MARINE LITTER 

 



BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS
A focus on consumers>>
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WHY A BEHAVIORAL APPROACH?
A behavioural approach involves people’s preferences 
which the classic axioms do not usually take into 
account. 

OUR APPROACH
>> Awareness perceptions of tourism growth 
and its implications for the island’s 
environment, in terms of waste production, with 
quantitative data on accumulations of waste, 
and in particular plastic materials, from the 
tourism sector.

>> How education changes local behaviors.

INCENTIVES
>> Although incentive schemes are generally 
considered a valid solution to environmental 
problems, it is necessary to analyze their 
effectiveness in the particular case studied.

>> In our approach, we explore how education 
and awareness (categorized as incentive 
schemes about marine pollution) affect local 
behaviors.

LIMITATIONS OF NON-BEHAVIORAL APPROACHES
>> Internal validity: Incentive schemes in environmental 
economics have not always proved to work the way the 
standard economic theory suggests (e.g. carbon taxes).

>> External validity: The same subsidy may lead to different 
outcomes amongst different population segments.

BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS
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Thank you!
__
Find out more at: https://en.socialinnovationteams.org/new-life-to-plastic 
Questions? cmaione@umich.edu & nicolo.ceruti01@icatt.it
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